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the meaning of sustain is to give support or relief to how to use sustain in a sentence did you know while these definitions may seem similar the key
difference is that sustain emphasizes the ongoing nature of the action while maintain emphasizes the desired state or condition understanding this
difference can help you choose the right word to use in any given situation to sustain a claim or an idea is to uphold it as valid just or correct how does
sustain differ from the synonyms maintain support or uphold find out on thesaurus com synonyms for sustain nurture satisfy nourish feed replenish fill sate
satiate antonyms of sustain refuse reject decline dismiss resist fight oppose repudiate to make or allow something to continue for a period of time the
board accepted that the growth rates could not be sustained indefinitely to experience loss injury or damage as a result of the oil spill bp sustained heavy
losses the port sustained severe damage in the storm sustain means to support something or keep it going if you get hungry in the mid afternoon you
might try snacking to sustain your energy through dinner beams and rafters sustain a roof they keep it up maintain means to do what is needed to ensure
something stays a certain state or quality often the equivalent of to keep up or to take care of maintain applies if what is needed to keep things up is a
periodic or occasional activity sustain means to hold something at a certain level sustain meaning 1 to cause or allow something to continue for a period of
time 2 to keep alive 3 to suffer learn more definition of sustain verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example
sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more definition of sustain verb in oxford advanced american dictionary meaning pronunciation picture
example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and more noun how to use sustain in a sentence sustain 1 of 2 verb definition of sustain synonyms for
sustain the roof unable to sustain the weight of all the snow collapsed the army sustained heavy losses hope sustained us during that difficult time he
sustained serious injuries in the accident sustain meaning 1 to provide what is needed for something or someone to exist continue etc 2 to hold up the
weight of something find 121 different ways to say sustain along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com 1 to hold up under
withstand to sustain great provocation 2 to undergo an injury loss etc suffer to sustain a broken arm 3 to maintain or prolong to sustain a discussion if you
sustain something you continue it or maintain it for a period of time he has sustained his fierce social conscience from young adulthood through old age
american english sustain səˈsteɪn in ecology sustain is used to describe the ability of an ecosystem to maintain its biodiversity and productivity over time
sustenance on the other hand is used to describe the food and resources that are necessary for the survival of an ecosystem sustain third person singular
simple present sustains present participle sustaining simple past and past participle sustained to maintain or keep in existence while they may seem
interchangeable there are distinct differences between the two words it s important to establish which of the two words is the proper word to use
sustenance is the correct word while sustainance is not recognized as a standard english word why is sustainability important how does epa promote
sustainability what is sustainability sustainability is based on a simple principle everything that we need for our survival and well being depends either
directly or indirectly on our natural environment sustain means holding something at a certain level for a long period when talking about sustainability it
usually means ensuring something remains for a longer period of time on the other hand sustain injury could also mean getting hurt or suffering from
something while sustain one s needs is related to survival
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sustain definition meaning merriam webster
May 14 2024

the meaning of sustain is to give support or relief to how to use sustain in a sentence did you know

sustain vs maintain differences and uses for each one
Apr 13 2024

while these definitions may seem similar the key difference is that sustain emphasizes the ongoing nature of the action while maintain emphasizes the
desired state or condition understanding this difference can help you choose the right word to use in any given situation

sustain definition meaning dictionary com
Mar 12 2024

to sustain a claim or an idea is to uphold it as valid just or correct how does sustain differ from the synonyms maintain support or uphold find out on
thesaurus com

sustain synonyms 106 similar and opposite words merriam
Feb 11 2024

synonyms for sustain nurture satisfy nourish feed replenish fill sate satiate antonyms of sustain refuse reject decline dismiss resist fight oppose repudiate

sustain english meaning cambridge dictionary
Jan 10 2024

to make or allow something to continue for a period of time the board accepted that the growth rates could not be sustained indefinitely to experience loss
injury or damage as a result of the oil spill bp sustained heavy losses the port sustained severe damage in the storm

sustain definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Dec 09 2023

sustain means to support something or keep it going if you get hungry in the mid afternoon you might try snacking to sustain your energy through dinner
beams and rafters sustain a roof they keep it up
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difference maintain vs sustain english language learners
Nov 08 2023

maintain means to do what is needed to ensure something stays a certain state or quality often the equivalent of to keep up or to take care of maintain
applies if what is needed to keep things up is a periodic or occasional activity sustain means to hold something at a certain level

sustain definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Oct 07 2023

sustain meaning 1 to cause or allow something to continue for a period of time 2 to keep alive 3 to suffer learn more

sustain verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage
Sep 06 2023

definition of sustain verb in oxford advanced learner s dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and
more

sustain verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage
Aug 05 2023

definition of sustain verb in oxford advanced american dictionary meaning pronunciation picture example sentences grammar usage notes synonyms and
more

examples of sustain in a sentence merriam webster
Jul 04 2023

noun how to use sustain in a sentence sustain 1 of 2 verb definition of sustain synonyms for sustain the roof unable to sustain the weight of all the snow
collapsed the army sustained heavy losses hope sustained us during that difficult time he sustained serious injuries in the accident

sustain definition meaning britannica dictionary
Jun 03 2023

sustain meaning 1 to provide what is needed for something or someone to exist continue etc 2 to hold up the weight of something
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121 synonyms antonyms for sustain thesaurus com
May 02 2023

find 121 different ways to say sustain along with antonyms related words and example sentences at thesaurus com

sustain definition of sustain by the free dictionary
Apr 01 2023

1 to hold up under withstand to sustain great provocation 2 to undergo an injury loss etc suffer to sustain a broken arm 3 to maintain or prolong to sustain
a discussion

sustain definition and meaning collins english dictionary
Feb 28 2023

if you sustain something you continue it or maintain it for a period of time he has sustained his fierce social conscience from young adulthood through old
age american english sustain səˈsteɪn

sustain vs sustenance differences and uses for each one
Jan 30 2023

in ecology sustain is used to describe the ability of an ecosystem to maintain its biodiversity and productivity over time sustenance on the other hand is
used to describe the food and resources that are necessary for the survival of an ecosystem

sustain wiktionary the free dictionary
Dec 29 2022

sustain third person singular simple present sustains present participle sustaining simple past and past participle sustained to maintain or keep in
existence

sustenance vs sustainance differences and uses for each one
Nov 27 2022

while they may seem interchangeable there are distinct differences between the two words it s important to establish which of the two words is the proper
word to use sustenance is the correct word while sustainance is not recognized as a standard english word
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learn about sustainability us epa u s environmental
Oct 27 2022

why is sustainability important how does epa promote sustainability what is sustainability sustainability is based on a simple principle everything that we
need for our survival and well being depends either directly or indirectly on our natural environment

maintain vs sustain vs retain difference explained
Sep 25 2022

sustain means holding something at a certain level for a long period when talking about sustainability it usually means ensuring something remains for a
longer period of time on the other hand sustain injury could also mean getting hurt or suffering from something while sustain one s needs is related to
survival
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